More comfort for patients. Nursing made easier.
The Völker care concept.
Intensive care. Furnished with a Völker Vis-a-Vis hospital bed.

More and more hospitals prefer the Völker Vis-a-Vis for their intensive care or intermediate care. This is because of the ability to re-position patients from lying to a therapeutic sitting position with minimal disturbance and greater security for both patient and staff.

The Völker Vis-a-Vis offers the same possibilities as a Völker hospital bed and additionally the advantage of the sitting position for the patient.

The Völker Vis-a-Vis promotes the recovery process of intensive care patients.

Left: S 962-2 Vis-a-Vis Hospital Bed
Völker have the unique capability of offering an extensive range of beds for the entire healthcare environment.

- Hospital and clinical environments
- Aged care and long term care
- Home care

The advantages of Völker beds for nursing lies in their substantial optimisation through innovative details. The extensive range of beds offer advanced functionality and are built to a new design principal.

Simple and elegant designs are the result of many years experience, through knowledge of the users routines and close cooperation with expert clinicians and engineers.

All technical components are housed in sealed unit, which means less maintenance and repair work. These investment savings are complemented by lower operating costs, fewer sub assemblies, waterproof drives, moisture resistant components, less maintenance at longer intervals.

Left: S 962-2 Hospital Bed
Diagnostic System
With the development of the new Porsche designed motors systems Völker now offer a diagnostic system (VDS) which is a gateway that connects the LIN bus of the Völker bed with a notebook, on which the diagnostic software is installed. The VDS is a simple and secure process to recognize and to solve technical problems, to perform inspections and maintenance, to order spare parts and to document everything completely. This will significantly reduce expenditure and time for any Hospital or facility. Results can be saved to a notebook or used on an in-house server as well as Völker's Web-Server. Detailed and secure documentation is assured at all times.

Active Base
For immobile patients with various bedsore stages, there is now the NEW Völker MiS® Activ Micro-stimulation System. With a simple push of a button, carers will be able to program a control unit to provide a wide range of patterns of movement based upon basal stimulation in order to include the patient’s/residents needs on an individual basis & thus be therapeutically efficient.

Völker Supply Bar
In conjunction with the Porsche Design Studio, Völker offers a modular system that creates an ideal working environment as well as provides new storage and supply facilities. Visually well thought out and ergonomically designed, it allows the patient accessibility at all times. For the patient, the Völker Supply Bar provides comfort, convenience and safety. All switches and control elements are within easy reach, including storage facilities.